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1 Introduction
In the past, feature extraction and identification were interesting concepts, but not required
to understand the underlying physics of a steady flow field. This is because the results of
the more traditional tools like iso-surfaces, cuts and streamlines were more interactive and
easily abstracted so they could be represented to the investigator. These tools worked
and properly conveyed the collected information at the expense of much interaction. For
unsteady flow-fields, the investigator does not have the luxury of spending time scanning
only one %nap-shot" of the simulation. Automated assistance is required in pointing out
areas of potential interest contained within the flow. This must not require a heavy compute
burden (the visualization should not significantly slow down the solution procedure for co-
processing environments like pV3). And methods must be developed to abstract the feature
and display it in a manner that physically makes sense.
The following is a list of the important physical phenomena found in transient (and
steady-state) fluid flow:
1.1 Shocks
The display of shocks is simple; a shock is a surface in 3-space. As the solution progresses, in
an unsteady simulation, the investigator can view the changing shape of the shock surfaces.
Some previous work has been done at MIT (as well as other places) on this problem. This
early work [Darmofal91a, Darmofa191b] developed the following algorithm:
First determine the normal direction to the shock. Across a shock, the tangential velocity
component does not change; thus, the gradient of the speed at a shock is normal to the
shock. The exact location of the shock is then determined by calculating the magnitude of
the Mach vector, in the direction of the speed gradient, at all points in the domain. The
normal Mach number is defined as the Mach vector dotted into the speed gradient. Thus,
a positive normal Mach number indicates streamwise compression and a negative normal
Mach number indicates expansion. If this value is 1.0 then a shock has been found (or
possibly an isentropic recompression through Mach one). This entire iso-surface can be
displayed to show the shock, but must be thresholded to remove the surfaces associated
with the recompression and some stray portions of the flow field where the normal Mach
number happen to be 1.0. The magnitude of the speed gradient was found to be an effective
threshold.
1.2 Vortex Cores
Finding thesefeaturesis important for flow regimesthat arevortex dominated(mostof
which are unsteady)suchas flow overdelta wings and flow through turbine cascades.
Trackingthe corecangive insight into controllingunsteadylift and fluctuating loadings
dueto core/surfaceinteractions.
Therehasbeenmuchwork donein the locationof thesefeaturesby many investiga-
tots. Again,therehasbeensomesuccess[Kenwright97].This particularalgorithmasfully
describedin [Sujudi95]hasbeendesignedsothat no serialoperationsare required,it is
parallel,deterministic(with no 'knobs'),andthe output is minimal. The methodoperates
ona cell at a time in the domainand disjoint linesarecreatedwherethe coreof swirling
flowis found. Only theseline segmentsneedto bebedisplayed,reducingthe entirevector
fieldto a tiny amountof data.
This technique,althoughsatisfying,is not without problems.Theseare:
Not producingcontiguouslines.
The method,by its nature,doesnot producea contiguousline for the vortexcore.
This is dueto two reasons;(1)for elementtypesthat arenot tetrahedrathe inter-
polant that describespoint locationwithin the ceil is not linear. This meansthat if
the corepassesthroughtheseelementsthe line candisplaycurvature.By subdivid-
ing pyramids,prisms,hexahedraand higher-orderelementsinto tetrahedrafor this
operationproducesa piecewiselinearapproximationof that curve. And (2) thereis
noguaranteethat the linesegmentswill meetupat sharedfacesbetweentetrahedra.
This is becausetheeigenvectorassociatedwith therealeigenvaluewill not beexactly
the samein both neighbors,sowhenthis vectoris subtractedform the vectorvalues
at the sharednodeseachtetrahedraseesa differingvelocityfield for theface.
. Locating flow features that are not vortices.
This method finds patterns of swirling flow (of which a vortex core is the prime
example). There are other situations where swirling flow is detected, specifically in the
formation of boundary layers. Most implementations of this technique do no process
cells that touch solid boundaries to avoid producing line segments in these regions.
But this does not always solve the problem. In some cases (where the boundary layer
is large in comparison to the mesh spacing) this boundary layer generation is still
found.
. Sensitive to other non-local vector features.
Critical point theory gives one classification for the flow based on the local flow quan-
tities. 3D points can display a limited number of flow topologies including swirling
flow, expansion and compression (with either acceleration or deceleration). The flow
outside this local view may be more complex and have aspects of all of these com-
ponents. The local classification will depend on the strongest type. Also if there are
two (strong) axes of swirl, the scheme wilt indicate a rotation that is a combination
of these rotation vectors based on the relative strength of each. This has been re-
ported by [Roth96] where the overall vortex core strength was not much greater that
the global curvature of the flow. The result was that the reported core location was
displaced from the actual vortex.
1.3 Regions of Recirculation
Recirculation is a difficult feature to locate, but a simple one to visualize. A surface exists
that separates the flow (in steady-state) so that no streamlines seeded from one side of
this surface penetrate the other side. Some work has been done in locating this feature by
computing the stream function. Also it is possible to use vector field topology to find the
extent of this region and then draw a series of streamlines connecting the critical points.
These lines can be tessellated to create this separation surface.
These methods do not work for transient problems. Like a series of instantaneous
streamlines can be misleading in unsteady flow regimes, using techniques based on stream-
lines will not represent the regions of older fluid. The concept that appears most promising
is Residence Time. This is the Eulerian view of unsteady particle tracing (a Lagrangian op-
eration). A simple partial differential equation can be solved on the same mesh along with
the flow solver. (NOTE: This is possible when perfbrming co-processing; the CFD solver
and Residence Time calculation have the same time limit constraints.) An iso-surface can
be generated through the result so that regions of old fluid can be separated from newer
fluid elements. Again, some work has been done on this algorithm [Sujudi96].
1.4 Boundary layers
Boundary layers are features that are very important in most complex fluid flow regimes.
The size and shape of the boundary layer are used to determine such values as lift and drag
in external aerodynamics. For turbomachinery the size of the boundary layers determine the
effective solidity. With regions of recirculation, the boundary layers determine the blockage.
In all casesthe boundarylayeredgecanbeconstructedasa surface(somedistanceaway
from solidwalls)in 3D flows.
Therehavebeennosuccessesin anyknownworkto robustlydeterminethe surfacethat
representstheextentof theboundarylayerfromtraditional CFDsolutions.Fundamentally,
this is averydifficult problem.Theedgeispoorlydefinednumericallyandis morea subtle
transitionthat anabrupt feature.
Accuratelyknowingthe edgeof the boundarylayerhasmanynumericalbenefitsfor
the solver.Turbulencemodelscanbemoreaccuratelyapplied.Grid adaptationcanplace
nodeswheretheyareneeded.Split solvers(Eulerin coreflow,Navier-Stokesin boundary
layers)will bemorestableandaccuratewhenthepositionof theedgeof theboundarylayer
is known.
1.5 Wakes
Wakesareusuallygeneratedby the mergingof boundarylayersdownstreamfrom a body.
Like boundarylayers,thesefeaturesare important for both internal and external flows.
Knowingwhere,and under what circumstances,the wakesimpingeon other bodiescan
havea changingeffecton the structural andthermal loadsexperiencedon thosesurfaces.
Again,therehasbeenno real successin findingthis feature.
2 Progress This Year
The goal of this work is to develop a comprehensive software feature extraction tool-kit
that can be used either directly with CFD-like solvers or with the results of these types
of simulations (i.e. data files). The output of the feature "extractors" will be produced in
such a manner that it could be rendered within most visualization systems. Much effort
will be placed in further quantifying these features so that the results can be applied to
grid generation (for refinement based on the features), databases, knowledge based and
design systems. This requires two distinct phases; (1) the research into algorithms that will
accurately and reliably find these features and (2) the construction of the software tool-kit.
During this first year the following algorithmic work has been accomplished:
2.1 Shocks
The procedure explained above has been re-examined. First, much effort was placed in
examining algorithms that find discontinuities in scalar fields. These techniques can be
thought of as the 3D analogue to the methods used in image processing. This approach
failed in finding shocks for the following reasons:
Sharpness.
Most CFD solvers that perform differences to compute derivative and flux quantities
do not suppress saw-tooth oscillations in the solution. These can become unstable
in even in quiescent flow (for numerical reasons) and will blow-up in the presence of
discontinuities. For this reason these CFD solvers %mooth" the flow field. This obvi-
ously reduces the ability to find sharp discontinuities since they have been removed.
Even for solvers that can handle abrupt changes in the flow field, a shock will probably
be smeared across 2 to 3 cells.
• Derivative quantities.
There tends to be noise generated when derivative quantities are computed from local
(cell based) operators. Using operators with larger stencils are possible in structured
block meshes but difficult in unstructured grids. This noise problem is amplified when
second derivatives are required.
Therefore the shock finder that requires looking for the inflection point - where the
laplacian of the laplacian of pressure (the second derivative) is zero is doomed in CFD
solutions.
A shockfinder hasbeendevelopedthat is a modificationof the early work described
above.For steadystatesolutions,the normalizedpressuregradientis usedinsteadof the
speedgradient- this is lesssusceptibleto other flow featuressuchasboundarylayers.It
hasbeenfound that no thresholdingis required.There is alsoanextensionfor transient
solutions.Seetheattacheddocument"ShockDetectionfromCFDSolutions".Thisworking
documentwill be refinedand submittedasa paperthe IEEE Visualizationconference.
Beforetheendof this contractperiod,additionworkwill bedoneto classifythe shocks
foundasto strengthandtype (normal,oblique,bowandetc.).
2.2 Vortex Cores
Thecurrentalgorithmproducesa seriesof disjoint line segments.Whendisplayed,theeye
puts together(or closes)a singleline, for a singlecore, (whenthe strengthof the coreis
large). This is not acceptablefor off-lineuses(the first problemlistedabove)in that it is
not possibleto tracethe full extentof the core.Work is underwaythat resolvesthis issue.
Enforcingthe cell piercingto matchat cell facesinsuresthat the line segmentsgenerated
will producea contiguouscore. This canbe donevia the followingmodificationto the
algoithm:
1. ComputetheVelocityGradienttensorat eachnode.
This requiresmuchmorestorage- 9wordsareneededfor eachnodein theflowfield.
This hasthe advantagethat the stencilusedfor theoperationis largerthan the cell
and thereforetheresultwill begenerallysmoother.
2. Averagethe nodetensors(on the face) to producea face-basedVelocity Gradient
tensor.
This insuresthat the sametensoris producedfor thetwo cellstouchingthe face.
3. Performtheeigen-modeanalysison the facetensor.
If the systemsignifiesswirling flow, determineif the swirlingaxis cuts throughthe
faceby the schemeusedin the currentmethod.If, somark the locationon theface.
This schemewill workat the expenseof memoryand a muchhigherCPU load. Four
eigen-modecalculationsare requiredfor eachtetrahedroninsteadof just one. In general,
this canbe reducedto twoper tetrahedron,by theadditionalstorageof faceresults(about
3wordsper face).Note: thereareabout2timesthenumberof facesascellsin atetrahedral
mesh.
This is not agoodresult,in particularfor structuredblocks,whereeachindividualhex-
ahedronis brokenup into 6 tetrahedra(5, the minimumdoesnot promotefacematching).
This meansthat for eachelementin the mesha minimumof 12eigen-modeanalysesare
required.
Theseperformanceproblemssuggestanother,related,technique:
1. ComputetheVelocityGradienttensorat eachnode.
2. Performthe eigen-modeanalysison the nodetensor.
The tensorcanbeoverwrittenwith the critical point classificationand the swirl axis
vectorfor rotating flow.
3. Averagetheswirl axisvectorsfor thenodesthat supportthetetrahedralface.
This shouldonly be doneif all nodeson the faceindicateswirling flow. Somecare
needsto be takento insurethat the senseof the vectorsarethe same.Determineif
the swirlingaxiscuts throughtheface,andif so,markthe locationon the face.
This showsgreatpotential. For tetrahedralmeshes,the reductionof computeload is
by a factor of 5 to 6 overthe originalmethod(thereare roughly5.5tetrahedraper node
in 'good' unstructuredgrids). For structuredblocks,wherethe numberof nodesis about
equalto the numberof hexahedra,the numberof eigen-modeanalysesrequiredis on the
orderof onepercell.
Beforetheendof this contractperiod,this newschemewill beimplementedandtested.
2.3 Boundary layers and Wakes
Some progress has been made in this difficult arena. An algorithm is being constructed that
will allow the use of iso-surfacing to separate the boundary layers and wakes from core flow.
The method stems from the fact that these features display both rotating flow and fluid
under shear stress. This is why, sometimes the vortex core technique gives false-positives
for locations in boundary layers. Therefore, with a boundary layer finder we should be able
to mask out these finds in the boundary layer and only display those lines that trace back
from the outer flow.
To numericallydefinethesequantitiesweagainstart with theVelocityGradienttensor
at eachnode:
Rateof Rotation.
This quantity is relatedto vorticity. A skew-symmetrictensoris producedby sub-
tracting the transposeof the Velocity Gradienttensorfrom the Velocity Gradient
tensor.Theresulthaszeroonall of thediagonaltermsandtheoff-diagonaltermsare
symmetricbut haveoppositesignsacrossthe diagonal.Thesevaluesarecoordinate
systeminvariant.Forthis application,the normof the upper(or lower)termsis used
for the rotationscalar.This is a measureof the rateof solid-bodyrotation.
• Rateof ShearStress.
A symmetrictensorcanbeproducedfrom the VelocityGradienttensorby addingit
to its transpose.This definesthe Rateof Deformationtensor.Thematrix represents
both thebulk andshearstressesandisdependentonthecoordinatesystem.Toextract
a singlescalarthat is coordinatesysteminvariantandhasthe bulk termsremovedit
is necessaryto diagonalizethis tensor.The result producesa vectorwhichsignifies
the 'principleaxisof deformation'.By employingtechniquesfrom SolidMechanics,
the normof the secondprincipal invariantof the _stressdeviator' canbe usedas a
measureof the shearandemployedasthe scalar.
Currently,(andfor thelackof anythingbetter), anodebasedscalarfieldisproducedthat
is theproductof theshearscalarandtherotationscalar.Thishasthepropercharacteristics
that both shearand rotation are requiredto mark the nodeas being in the boundary
layer/wakeregion. In fact, the squareroot of this quantity is actually usedin order to
preservethe unitsof inversetime.
Figures1 and2 showan iso-surfaceof this quantity in 3D flow fields.
3 Presentations and Publications
Through the paper and video presented at the 1997 IEEE Visualization conference [Ken-
wright91] was not funded from this contract, it is germane to the work. The paper discussed
a number of applications of the original vortex core technique. This was awarded _Best
Case-Study'.
In conjunction with the conference SuperComputing '97 on the 19 of November 1997,
a Birds-Of-A-Feather on automated feature extraction was held at NASA Ames Research
Center. The purpose of this discussion was to get the industry, NASA and Army personnel
interested in this topic together at one location. An overall presentation was given (by
Robert Haimes) on the direction of this work. Dave Kenwright (NASA Ames) talked about
the vortex work- the paper given at the Visualization conference and some 2D extensions
for finding separation lines on body surfaces. Dave Lovely (an MIT Student) talked about
the beginnings of the algorithm work on the shock locator. Finally, the discussion was open
to the attendees. The topics were; (1) are these the correct features, (2) the kind of output
desired for each feature and (3) what is important (the priority).
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4 Next Years Effort
4.1 Regions of Recirculation
The recirculation algorithm described above needs to be closely integrated with the flow
solver in some way. The choice is either that solver writer completely incorporates this
by adding one more equation to the state-vector or some co-processing system (like the
visualization suite pV3) is used. Obviously, the best place for this PDE is within the
solver, in particular when there has been partitioning. This is because of the time-step
constraints of the Residence Time equation (the same as the solver) in conjunction with the
method used for integration in time, and the updating of information with the partition (and
other) boundaries. For the second choice, an API for solving this PDE will be developed so
that there is access to all of the required data. A Lax-Wendroff scheme will be used for the
time integration, therefore if some implicit or high-order explicit time integration scheme is
used for the solver care must be taken in selecting the time-step so that the solving of the
Residence Time equation is stable.
4.2 Boundary layers and Wakes
The current scheme shows promise but it has the following problems:
The function of shear and rotation is currently ad hoc.
The value is not non-dimensional, but has units of inverse time.
This means that the iso-surface value used to define the edge of the layer changes from
case to case. This scalar needs to be multiplied by some characteristic time associated
with the problem.
The value used for the iso-surface is not specified via theory.
The work next year will focus on resolving these problems. This will include a rigorous
approach with either theory or computations of isolated fiat-plates (where the theory exists)
or both.
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4.3 Vortex Cores
The new schemeoutlined here will be enhancedso that coherentlines (insteadof line
segments)areproduced.Thiswill bedoneby collectingthe linesegmentsandtracingthem
throughthe flow. The boundarylayerworkwill beusedto suppressthe identificationof
coreswithin this regionunlessswirlingflowpersistsoutside.
A measureof corestrengthwill be found that can be mappedonto the coreline or
integratedto get a singlemeasure.
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Figure 1. Flow behind a tapered cylinder.
This image depicts the boundary layer function (the colored iso-surface) as seen behind the
flow about a tapered cylinder. The white disjoint line segemnts represent the results from
the vortex core finder. The colored lines are seeded streamlines. The color represents
density where the minumum (blue) is 0.9567 and the maximum (red) is 1.0192.
This data is from"
Dennis Jespersen and Creon Levit, "Numerical Simulation of Flow Past A Tapered
Cylinder". AIAA paper 91-0751, January, 1991.
Figure2. Flow aboutahemispherecylinder.
Thispictureshowstwoviewsof theboundarylayerfunction(thecolorediso-surface)computed
from thesolutionabouta hemispherecylinder. Theflow is incomingat5 degreesoff the
cylinder'saxisandtheReynoldsnumberis 14,000.Thewhitedisjoint line segemnts(seenin the
topimage)representtheresultsfrom thevortexcorefinder. Thecolor representsMachnumber
wheretheminumum(blue)is 0.0andthemaximum(red)is 2.0774.
Note:in thiscasetheextentof thevortexcoreis caughtby this iso-surface.
Thisdatais from"
ThierryDelmarcelleandLambertusHesselink,"Visualizationof SecondOrderTensorFieldsand
Matrix Data". IEEEVisualization'92,September1992.
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Summary
An algorithm is introduced to locate and display areas of shock in CFD solution fields.
The algorithm is tested for a variety of shock types and different solution fineness. The effective-
ness of the algorithm is tested on CFD solutions to the classical problem of a sharp wedge in
supersonic flow. Three separate grids were used to test the sensitivity of the algorithm to solution
fineness. The results indicated that the algorithm was able to locate the oblique shock, and dis-
played it as a region, with a much larger thickness than a physical shock. This was found to be a
result of numerical model used to approximate the discontinuity, and was effected by the element
size. The smaller the elements, the higher the gradients, and the smaller the shock region.
A couple of correction terms were added to locate transient shocks. Then the ability of the
algorithm to find moving shocks was tested on another classical problem, a one dimensional
shock traveling in a steady flow. The algorithm proved to be successful in finding these shocks.
but also displayed some false shocks caused by the CFD solver. These false shock indications
could be removed by only displaying a shock when the magnitude of the pressure gradient
reached a certain threshold. A heuristic algorithm was introduced to find a pressure gradient mag-
nitude threshold to filter out all the false shocks.
Related Work
Shock waves are discontinuities in the flow fields that may occur when the velocity of the
fluid exceeds the speed of sound. The state of the fluid as described by the pressure, velocity and
other primitive variables can change radically across a shock boundary of only a few molecular
paths wide. However, when the flow is numerically modeled, the shock feature is often smoothed
out over a greater distance, and the discontinuity is not as pronounced. Further, it becomes diffi-
cult to recognize where the shock occurs by only looking at the primary variables that are output
from the numerical model. For example, the pressure may change dramatically across a shock, but
the reverse is not often true. So test quantities are calculated from these primitive results, and
when the value of this new variable exceeds some threshold, a shock is indicated. The difficulty is
to produce a shock variable that is accurate enough to capture all the regions where a shock may
be occurring and exclude areas where related flow phenomenon may be occurring, like expansion
waves.
In the past, shock waves have been extracted from data sets with a couple of techniques.
The first is to look for inflexion points in the pressure or density fields and threshold out those
areas with small gradients. At a shock, the pressure gradients go through a change of 180 degrees
in direction and a magnitude change as well. At a shock the second derivative of the pressure goes
to zero, as shown in the following figure. However, this also occurs in quiescent flow, so it is nec-
essary to filter out those areas with small pressure gradients.
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figure 1" Shock inflexion points
A second method is the one used in this paper, which is to use the pressure or density gra-
dients to find the value of the mach number normal to a shock. A shock is then located where this
normal mach number exceeds one. This algorithm is described in more detail in the following sec-
tion.
Stationary Shocks
There are a couple of questions that need to be answered for any feature detection algo-
rithm. Is it accurate, i.e. does it detect features that are actually present in the data. And secondly,
does it exclude all other features. To answer these questions, a couple of case studies were done,
comparing solutions over different grids to see if the features that the algorithm found match the
theoretical or experimental location of the features.
The stationary shock algorithm was developed by knowing something about the shock
geometry, which is shown in the following figure. For any shock, the mach number normal to the
shock has a value of one just before the shock. This normal mach number can be computed on
each node and used as a test value for determining the shock location. To compute the normal
mach number, to see if a shock occurred, it is necessary to find what the shock orientation would
be. The pressure gradient can be used to find the shock orientation because it is always normal to
the shock. So, the pressure gradient was approximated for each node, and then used along with the
mach vector to calculate a shock test value at each node. Where the test value equals one forms a
boundary surrounding the shock location.
figure 2: Shock detection test quantity
When applied to three dimensional models, an isosurface was created where the normal
mach number equaled one. The shock feature is surrounded by the M normal = 1 isosurface, and
has a thickness associated with it. In the two dimensional case, contours of the normal mach num-
ber were created, and the Mn = 1 curve forms a boundary for a shock region in the two dimen-
sional model.
Numerically, there is a difficulty with the normalized pressure gradient in some cases.
When the magnitude of the pressure gradient is zero, the calculation for the normalized pressure
gradient has a division by zero error. To get around this, a small number can be added to the mag-
nitude of the pressure gradient. Then when the components of the pressure gradient are multiplied
by one over the magnitude of the pressure gradient, the numbers will not be unreasonably large.
An alternative method, which was used in this experiment, is to set the normal mach number to
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zero when the magnitude of the pressure gradient got below a certain threshold.
Shock strength
Beside the location of a shock, it is also of interest to find the relative strength of the
shock. Ideally, this could be calculated by the ratio of some invariant flow variable across the
shock. For example, P2/P1 would be a good measure of the shock strength. It has to be an invari-
ant variable, because plotting velocity or mach ratios will give incorrect results when the shock is
translating. Calculating P2/P 1 is a problem for two reasons. The first is that it is necessary to find
the exact extent of the shock region with a contouring algorithm in the two dimensional case, or
an isosurfacing algorithm in the three dimensional case. It's not a quantity that can be calculated
on a node by node basis, but only with knowledge of the interpolants used in the elements. This is
just computationally a bit more difficult, but the second problem is more fundamental. The shock
finding algorithm relies on high gradients to mark the shock region. However, near the boundaries
of the shock, the pressure and density gradients get smoothed due to viscosity in the real shocks
and dissipation in numerical shocks. The result is that the detected shock region will not encom-
pass then entire shock. This means that the pressure ratio across the boundary of the detected
shock region will be smaller than the actual pressure ratio across the shock. Later in this paper,
tests were done to see if the pressure ratio across the detected region could be used to calculate the
actual pressure ratio with an empirical relation.
P2
P2 found
ra_
Plfound
P1
Region of high gradients
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lti ml_"--
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figure 3" Computed vs. actual pressure ratio
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Shock Classification
Results
Supersonic ramp
The supersonic ramp test case had the geometry detailed in the following figure. The goal
was to see if the shock detector would show clear oblique shocks and reject areas of expansion. A
test case was also run with a mach number that would not support an oblique shock to see if the
detector would capture these detached shocks.
Free stream flow, M > 1
V
f
y S"
30 degrees
figure 4: Ramp model
Oblique shock
The first case was run at mach three on a relatively fine grid, which theoretically should
produce an oblique shock of 45 degrees. The following figure shows the grid that was used.
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figure 5: Fine wedge grid
In this case, the shock location can be effectively inferred from the pressure contours
shown in the following figure. The location is determined by looking for areas of close pressure
contours. This region in the front of the wedge corresponds nicely to an oblique shock of 45
degrees, as predicted in invicid compressible flow theory. An even better estimate can be made by
looking at the pressure gradient contours shown in figure 6. Finally, figure 7 shows the shock
value contours. Note that this is very similar to the pressure gradient contour plot, except that the
areas of flow expansion and small pressure gradients have been effectively filtered out.
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figure 6 Mach 3 pressure contours
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figure 7: Contour plot of the pressure gradient magnitude
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figure 8: Mach 3 shock scalar contours
Because the shock scalar quantity is calculated with a derivative, it is more sensitive to a
poor quality solution than is a primary quantity like pressure. So, the shock contours will not only
show the location of the shock, but also the quality of the solution better than contours of the pri-
mary variables.
Grid study
The same model was run with a couple of other grids. The first was relatively coarse, and
the second was very refined. The following figure shows the grid that was used in this experiment.
Note that some refinement was still used in the area of the shock
figure 9: wedge coarse grid
Figures 9 and 10 show the results that were obtained on this coarse grid. The were similar
results, except that the pressure contours were spaced further apart, indicating that the pressure
gradients were smaller for the coarse grid. This had the effect of making the detected shock region
larger than on the coarse grid. The thickness of the indicated shock is dependent on the fineness of
the grid.
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butso is ahighfrequencypressureoscillationaftertheshock.
0.13
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.05
Min: 1.4345e-02
Max: 1.2584e-01
0.03
0.01
-0.25 -0.15 -0.06 0.03 0.12 0.22 0.i
figure 12" Pressure vs. location across the shock
The high frequency pressure oscillation effects the shock finding algorithm because these
oscillations produce relatively high pressure gradients, which get picked up by the algorithm and
displayed as a shock. The following figure shows the result, the shock contours have isolated
islands away from the actual shock. This problem can be resolved by thresholding out all areas
with a small pressure gradient magnitude. Similar problems show up in the transient shocks, and a
method for dealing with them is presented in this section.
1.14
0.91
0.69
0,46
0.23
O.O0
4p
Min: 1.0000e+00
Max: 3.7709e+00
-0.22
-0.37 -0.15 0.06 0.28 0.50 0.72 0.93
figure 13" Shock contours on very fine mesh.
The results that are shown in the following table show that the shock algorithm finds more
defined shocks with increasing numbers of elements. So, the shape of the shock region can not
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only locate the shock, but point to a lack of mesh refinement in the area.
Table 1- Grid study results
Number of
elements
1129
8014
28046
Shock
thickness
NA
0.12
0.05
The grid was also modified to see if alignment of the elements would affect the shock
detection. The elements were aligned so that one edge followed the shock by placing the line-
source directly on the shock. The results shown in the following figure is that alignment o f the
elements does effect the edges of the shock boundary. Regular, aligned elements seem to produce
jagged shock contours.
0.74
0.68
0.33 0.39 0.45 0.51 0.57 0.63 0.68
figure 14: Shock contours and on a regular grid
Detached shock
Another run of the same model was made at a lower mach number to see if the algorithm
could capture detached shocks. If the pressure contours shown in the following figure were used
to determine the shock location, the wrong conclusions would be reached. From the figure, it
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looks like there is a sharp oblique shock that is attached to the ramp. However, when the shock
finder is applied (figure 3), it is clear that a shock does not occur in this area, which is consistent
with the theory.
ii!_[
figure 15" Pressure distribution of wedge in M=2 flow
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figure 16: Shock scalar distribution of wedge in M=2 flow
So, the shock finding algorithm can give information about the nature of the flow, without
showing clear, well defined shock surfaces.
Discussion
In the two dimensional case, the shock is depicted as a region of high gradients, not as the
thin discontinuity that it really is in nature. In three dimensions, when an isosurface is located
where the shock scalar equals 1, a similar three dimensional region is enclosed, and it often looks
as if the shock has two surfaces. In the past, researchers have attempted to filter out one of these
surfaces by weighting the nodes by pressure or density gradient. Then only the surface with the
largest gradients will show up in the final display. However, the fact that there is a shock region is
a useful thing. The size of the region points to problems of grid resolution, where there is a coarse
grid, the gradients tend to be smeared out, causing the shock feature to be less well resolved.
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Transient Corrections
The assumptions made for finding the location of the shock no longer apply when the
shock is moving. The problem is that the normal mach number across the shock will be different
from one if the shock is moving. There has to be a correction applied to account with the moving
frame of reference. The following equation shows what this term must be, basically a time deriva-
tive of the pressure.
1 lOp 1 lop
= ,.r). Vp
]VplaDt ]VplaOt
It is more computationally expensive to approximate time derivatives directly, since that
would require the storage of multiple time steps. So, the time derivative of pressure was calculated
based on relations that equate it to a spacial variation of the state variables. The first equation
applies to isentropic flows.
2
/)p - a /)P
This equation is then used along with the conservation of mass equation to produce an
equation for an invariant test quantity that can be used to locate moving shocks.
0-7 -V-(pz))
1 1Dp 1 ^
= -a V.(pz)) + _. Vp
]VplaDt IVpl
A shock is then located when this quantity equals 1.
In the general case, pressure can be related to the internal energy and velocity of the flow.
1
p - (y-1)[pE-_-_(p_)• (p_)]
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1Dp_ 1 1
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Shock Speed
The speed of the moving shock wave can be approximated with by looking at the magni-
tude of the correction term.
Test Case
Translating normal shock in a tube
A model of a moving normal shock in a channel was created to investigate the behavior of
the shock finding algorithm, and the effect of the transient modification. Two separate runs were
done, the first had the following initial conditions shown in the following figure.
M1=3.0
P2/P1 = 5.0
figure 17" Transient shock model
The formulas for moving normal shock waves with constant Cp and Cv are applicable in
this case. However, these formula assume that the upstream velocity, U 1 is 0, so a correction had
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to be made to produce the correct initial conditions of the flow. For the first run, the pressure ratio
was chosen to be less than the pressure ratio for a standing shock in M=3 flow (10.33). This
required that the shock move toward the fight. The speed of the shock traveling into stationary
flow was calculated with the following formula.
W - a 1 2T -1
+1
Then the speed of the flow behind the a shock traveling into stationary flow was calculated with
the following formula, which required the density ratio across the shock.
Up
This ratio was calculated with another shock relation, and is only dependent on gamma and the
pressure ratio.
P2
Pl
m
m
T+ 1 P2
T -1 P1
Since the upstream velocity was not zero, the actual speed of the shock had to be corrected with
the following formula.
W s - U1- W
Similarly, the downstream velocity was determined by subtracting the change in velocity due to
the shock, Up from the upstream velocity U 1.
U 2 - U1 - Up
The results are shown in the following figures. The pressure distribution across the shock
has some interesting features that are a problem for the shock finding algorithm. The shock started
at X=0, and is moving to the fight. As it moves, the shorter wavelengths that makeup the initial
discontinuity move at a slower speed than the longer wavelengths. This difference in speed is a
numerical artifact of the time stepping method used in the CFD solver. So, high frequency pres-
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sure oscillations show up behind a moving shock, as shown in the following figure.
figure 18: _essure dismbution .......
The following figure is a plot of the shock scalar with the isen_opic _ansient correction.
figure 19:Shock scalar
The following figure is a plot of the same quantity after a few more iterations. The shock is
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clearly moving to the fight, as expected.
figure 20: Shock scalar at later time
The results of this experiment point to the importance of choosing a threshold value for the
magnitude of the pressure gradient. Because of the slower wave speeds of the higher frequency
pressure waves, oscillations in the pressure gradient take place behind the shock. These pressure
gradient increases are enough to skew the results and show up in the shock detection values as a
group of shocks behind the main one.
figure 21" Shock scalar when the pressure gradient is not filtered
Effect of correction term
From the above experiment, it was noted that it did not matter if the transient correction
was used or not, a shock would still be indicated. This was because the upstream mach number
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wasgreaterthan1,makingthenormalmachnumbergreaterthanone.A changein initial condi-
tionswasmadeto seewhathappenswhentheupstreammachnumberis lessthan1.Theupstream
machnumberwassetto 0.9,andthepressuredifferencewassetto 3.0,which will producea nor-
mal shockmovingto the left.
Calculationof theshockscalar
Theshocktestscalarwascalculatedwith isentropictransientcorrectionequation,thatwas
simplifiedfor thisparticularexample.
_ l ^1 1Dp - a V,(p_) + J_. Vp
IVplaOt - IVpl
The Y component of velocity was zero in this case, so the divergence term simplified to the fol-
lowing.
1 lOp
IVpl a Dt
m
m ) A
- alVpl up + _- Vp
The derivative of the pressure times the x velocity was then expanded with the product
rule, yielding the final equation.
1 1Dp_
m
IVpla Dt -alVpl p + u +_- Vp
The results are shown in the following two figures. In the first figure, the normal mach
number is plotted against the x-axis. Notice that the normal mach number does not get above 1,
which by the previous test indicates that no shock is present in the flow. However, the shock test
scalar, shown in the second figure does get above 1 at the shock, indicating that the shock is
indeed present. The correction term has made it possible to pick up the normal shock.
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
Min: -2.6259e-04
Max: 5.9771e-01
-0.00
-2.00 -1.33 -0.67 0.00 0.67 1.33 2.00
figure 22: Normal mach number vs. location
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1.15
0.96
0.77
0.57
0.38
0.19
0.00
-2.00 -1.33 -0.67 0.00 0.67
figure 23" Shock test variable vs. location
Min: O.O000e+O0
Max: 1.1492e+00
1.33 2.00
Calculation of Derived Quantities
The following quantities were needed to compute the shock scalar.
Table 2: calculated quantities
naine
Pressure
Velocity
Density
Speed of sound
Pressure gradient
Speed
Mach vector
Mach number
rho
M
M
symbol
Primary output
from CFD code
output from CFD
code
output from CFD
code
Derived from the
CFD output
vector length of
velocity components
Directed along the
velocity vector, with
the length of the
mach number
Derived from CFD
output and gamma
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Table 2: calculated quantifies
name symbol origin
gamma 1.4
Gradients
The pressure gradient at each node was calculated by first calculating the gradient of each
cell, which was either triangular or tetrahedral, then dividing this quantity by the number of nodes
in the cell, and adding it to a running sum on each node. The sum was then divided by the number
of times it had been touched to come up with an average gradient for each node.
Flow solver
The flow solver used for all the test cases was a two dimensional explicit euler solver.
Conclusions
The stationary shock finding algorithm does not produce a thin shock surface that would
reflect the shape of the shock in the real flow, but because of numerical smoothing, shows a shock
region. Even though the shocks are thick, because the shape of the test value's contours can give
the analyist information about the flow, the quality of the solution, and the quality of the mesh. If
the mesh is too coarse, the shock detector will show a relatively thick shock area. If the shock is
unattached, then the shock finder will show this. If the solution does not have enough dispersion,
the shock finder will show this quite clearly by the nature of the contour.
The main difficulty with the algorithm is the need to choose a cutoff for the magnitude of
the pressure gradient. This is especially true for transient shocks, where dispersion may cause the
algorithm to display multiple non-existent shocks behind the real shock. There are a couple of
ways to compensate for this effect.
Ideally, it would be nice to determine the pressure ratio across the detected shock to see if
this pressure ratio were enough to produce a normal shock at Mach 1, the weakest shock possible.
Any detected region not satisfying this test would then be known to not be a shock, and excluded
from display.
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